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Abstract. This paper presents an adaptive Gaussian filter model to solve complex curve surface image
denosing problem. Based on the considering of local distribution characteristics of image noise, an
adaptive Gaussian filter model is constructed by introduced an automatic adjusting smooth scale
parameter, which is calculated by the distance of the gray value of the current pixel and the average
gray value of all pixel in the window. Experimental results show that the adaptive denosing strategy is
able to remove noise and preserve details of complex curve surface. The researched model is superior
to conventional Gaussian filter model.
1. Introduction
Complex curve surface images collected from real environment usually have a lot of uneven
distribution noise. How to remove noise and improve image quality is always a focus of digital image
process technology[1-3]. Based on distribution of image spectrum, traditional image denoising
algorithms distinguish useful information from noise by smoothing technology[4-6], and high
frequency parts of image will be removed. As some useful information are also in the high frequency
parts, edges of image usually become blurred and some image details are lost during the process of
removing noise. Considering global and local characteristics of image and researching an adaptive
image denoising algorithm are of great significance.
An image denoising algorithm based on adaptive Gaussian filter model is researched in this paper.
Take the distance between the gray value of current pixel and the average gray value of all pixel in the
window as a smooth scale parameter, an adaptive Gaussian filter model is constructed and applied to
image denoising. By the new algorithm, global characteristics as well as local characteristics of image
are used to calculate model parameters.
Principles of adaptive Gaussian filter model are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
implementation process of the algorithm in details. An application to real image width the researched
algorithm is carried out in Section 4, and the results are shown to verify our method. Concluding
remarks give an account in Section 5.
2. Principle of adaptive Gaussian filter
Complex curve surface images tend to have obvious uneven characteristics. Referring to the general
algorithm [7-8], it is difficult to remove noise from complex curve surface image efficiently because
parameters in the model cannot be calculated out in the process of image denoising. We can construct
a new model to solve the denoising problem of complex curve surface image, the process is described
as figure 1.
Based on the analysis of typical complex curve surface images, noises which are difficult to deal are
usually on the edge of target in image. When Gaussian filter model is applied to denoising, we expect
a bigger smooth scale parameter for noise pixels while a smaller for edge pixels, because noise pixels
are discrete while edge pixels are continuous [9-11]. So, the smooth scale parameter is the most
relevant and important parameter for denoising model of complex curve surface. In order to consider
the local characteristics of image, introduced an automatic adjusting smooth scale parameter
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calculated by the distance of the gray value of the current pixel and the average gray value of all pixel
in the window to the new model is a good choice. Then, complex curve surface image can be denoised
by the new adaptive model.
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Fig 1. Principle of image adaptive denoising
3. Computer implementation of adaptive Gaussian filter
The new model discussed above can be applied to the complex curve surface image denoising
problem. The procedure is shown as figure 2 and can be described as fellows:
Step 1. Read the original complex curve surface image and save the information of each pixel to
construct an image space. M*N is the size of the Gaussian filter, to ensure the reading in not out-or
boundry, value intervals for M and N are [M , lWidth  M ] and [ N , lHeight  N ] , respectively;
Step 2. Determine the size of the filter template. To do denoising effectively, it is not suitable to
choose a too bigger template. We choose the filter window with a size 3*3(that is M=3,N=3) ;
Step 3. Calculate grey distance of current pixel. Supposed that f ( x, y) is the gray value of the
point ( x, y) , lDist is the absolute value of grey difference for the current pixel and the average value of
all pixel’s grey values in neighborhood. The grey distance can be calculated out below:
1
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Step 4. Determine Gaussian filter for current pixel. The smooth scale parameter is the grey distance
calculated out in step 3 and the adaptive Gaussian filter constructed in this paper can be described as:
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Where, g is the image, g(x,y) is the gray value of one pixel point in image g, h is the height of image,
w is the width of image ;
Step 6. Based on the Gaussian filter determined above, the complex curve surface image can be
denoised finally.
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Fig 2. Flowchart of image adaptive denoising
4. Numerical Experiments
Experiments are taken out to verify the electiveness of researched algorithm by applying it to a
complex curve surface image. The original image is collected by HiVision Dcam 100M(industrial
camera) and Computar M1214(camera lens). The original image is shown in figure 3, and the denoised
image is shown in figure 4. The result of experiment is shown as follow:
From the experiment result, we can see that: in the original image, there are lots of noises near the
edge of blade and the edge is not very obvious, the contrast in the image is low. While, when the image
has been denoised by the algorithm presented in this paper, we obtain a satisfactory images which has
been improved very well, and the complex curve surface is well balanced.

Fig 3. Original image and its histogram

Fig 4. Denoised image and its histogram
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5. Conclusion
The adaptive image denoising strategy researched in this paper can choose suitable Gaussian filter
automatically by local information of image. Experimental results of complex surface surface image
indicate the validity of the research work. The image denoised prepares a good foundation for image
segmentation.
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